Maintenance Guide
VARIER FURNITURE

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

FABRICS
Varier partners with high-quality textile suppliers across Europe. Our products come with long
lasting, innovatively produced fabric, which complements the form and function of the chairs.

UPKEEP

COVERS

Dust, dirt and direct sunlight can wear down
the textile components. Regular cleaning
and maintenance can prolong the lifespan of
your chair.

Varier chair covers are non-removable,
however, if needed, visit a professional
upholstererer to assist you in the process.

CLEANING

SPOT REMOVAL

Vacuum frequently on medium power. Do
not rub the material with force. This could
damage the fabric and cause loss of
colour.

Remove the spot as quickly as possible. Dab
warm, soapy water from the outer edge and
work towards the center in a circular motion.

ELASTICITY

CUSTOM FABRICS

We recommend textiles with adequate
elasticity and durability so it delicately hugs
the shape of the chair.

If you are considering a fabric that is not in
the Varier textile collection, please ensure
the fabric has the stretch and qualities
needed for Varier chairs.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

LEATHER
Varier uses the highest quality, completely natural grain hides for a rich appearance and durable
functionality. Each hide is unique and will become more beautiful with time and use.

UPKEEP

EXPOSURE

To avoid dryness or cracks in the leather,
professionally clean you chair one to two
times a year.

Leather should not be exposed to direct
sunlight, a dry atmosphere, chemicals, or a
direct source of heat.

CLEANING

SPOT REMOVAL

Weekly vacuuming or dusting with a damp
cotton cloth is recommended. Clean areas
that are subject to wear and grease.

Remove the spot as quickly as possible. We
recommend KERALUX Leather Care Set P
for pigmented and semi aniline leathers. It
gently and thoroughly removes dirt from the
leather pores.

NATURAL MARKS
Insect bites, scars, neck wrinkles, hair whirls,
or slight variations from one hide to
another are typical characteristics you can
expect.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

WOOD
All wooden components are made from top quality beech ply wood from European forests. We
mould the wood together in order to eliminate waste and increase durability.

UPKEEP

SURFACE COLOR

Wood expands and contracts, making it
important the screws are checked and
tightened throughout the year.

The structure of the wood can absorb
different amounts of varnish/stain. This
results in slight variations of color on the
surface.

CLEANING

NATURAL MARKS

Stains on wood surfaces must be gently
wiped off with a damp cloth and soapy
water. Dry off any excess water using a dry,
white cloth.

Wood is a living material with marks from
branches and variations in color and
structure. Its surface has a natural glow that
will last a lifetime.

